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PURCHASING POWER PARITY AND  

PRODUCTIVITY-BIAS HYPOTHESIS 

Tri WIDODO* 

Abstract: This paper examines the purchasing power parity (PPP) theorem 

adjusted the “productivity-bias hypothesis” or the Balassa-Samuelson effect 

(Balassa, 1964; Samuelson, 1964) for eight East Asian countries including 

Japan, New Industrializing Economies (NIE-3: Singapore; Hong Kong, 

China; and Korea), the ASEAN-3 (Malaysia, Indonesia and the Philippines) 

and the People’s Republic of China (PRC). This paper applies three methods 

of analysis i.e. univariate time series, multivariate regression and Johansen 

multivariate cointegration. The three methods give the same conclusions. 

First, the PPP hypothesis does not hold in the case of the eight East Asian 

countries. Second, non-traded goods give significant contribution on the PPP 

deviation. It is confirmed by the existence of Balassa-Samuelson effect. 

Keywords: Purchasing Power Parity (PPP), Balassa-Samuelson Effect, 

Cointegration. 

JEL classification: F31, F33, F36, F42 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The Purchasing Power Parity (PPP) theorem is one of the oldest and most 

studied topics in international economics. Basically, the theorem hypothesizes that 

the exchange rate between two countries’ currencies equals the ratio of the two 

countries’ price levels. The disparity in prices between countries will be 

harmonized by the exchange rate; that is, the nominal exchange rate will reveal 

differences in inflation among countries. The theorem therefore envisages that the 

fall in a currency’s domestic purchasing power - as indicated by an increase in the 

domestic price level- will be associated with the proportional currency depreciation 

in the foreign exchange market.  
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However, the empirical findings on the PPP theorem are still inconclusive. It 

is generally believed that considerable deviations from PPP have happened since 

the abandonment of the Bretton-Woods system. Many empirical results confirm 

that the theorem is not a valid hypothesis about the relationship between nominal 

exchange rates and national price levels in the short term. However, the others have 

revealed that the theorem may, even in the short term, have substantial validity 

during very large changes in price levels. In the long term, the theorem has 

received extensive empirical supports. The long term is used in the literature to 

indicate that temporary deviation may happen, but over a sufficiently long time 

horizon and the deviation will be stationary. In short, although there is little 

empirical evidence to prop up the application in the short term, many researchers 

have contributed evidence of the PPP theorem in the long term (Rogoff, 1996). 

The PPP theorem might not hold for some determinants. One of the 

important determinants is productivity differentials that alter equilibrium relative 

prices between tradable and non-tradable goods. It is commonly called the 

“productivity-bias hypothesis” or the Balassa-Samuelson effect after two seminal 

papers, which have placed the foundation for the structural models of inflation, 

were published by Balassa (1964) and Samuelson (1964). In addition, many studies 

from the mid-1980s onwards have also examined whether divergence from PPP 

and national price levels can be explained in terms of the Balassa-Samuelson effect 

(e.g. Rogoff, 1992; Asea and Mendoza, 1994; Iancu, 2008). The literature does, 

however, provide a common agreement on how to interpret the evidence. Froot and 

Rogoff (1995) noted that the Balassa-Samuelson effect may be relevant in the 

medium term, but that the spreading of knowledge, together the mobility of 

physical as well human capital generates a tendency toward absolute PPP over the 

very long term. The existing empirical studies on the PPP theorem adjusted the 

productivity-bias hypothesis have given mixed result. Balassa (1964), Obstfeld 

(1993), Hsieh (1982) and Ericsson and Irandoust (2004), among others, found the 

existence of the productivity bias. Those studies concluded that the deviation of 

real exchange rate is a function of the productivity-bias. In contrast, studies by 

Froot and Rogoff (1991), Rogers and Jenkins (1995), Mark and Choi (1997) and 

Faria and Ledesma (2003), among others, found little or no support for the 

productivity-bias hypothesis.  
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Many studies on the PPP theorem had been conducted in the cases of East 

Asian countries. Razzaghipour et al. (2000) conducted a test of PPP for Indonesia, 

the Philippines, Malaysia, Thailand, and Korea. They found that symmetry and 

proportionality restrictions had little support in the unit root tests. However, the 

Johansen tests suggested that the foreign exchange rate and inflation rates were 

linked in a long run sense.  By applying cointegration test and using exchange rates 

and price indexes from end-quarter observation over twenty years, Baharumshah 

and Ariff (1997) found that the PPP proposition did not hold for all selected five 

East Asian economies i.e. Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore and 

Thailand. The similar conclusion was also obtained when the Johansen-Juselius 

multivariate approach was applied. More recently, Choudhry (2005) analyzed the 

effect of Asian currency crisis of 1997-1998 on the generalized PPP by using 

monthly log of real exchange rates of the currencies of Thailand, Malaysia, 

Indonesia, the Philippines and Korea vis-à-vis the US dollar and the Japanese yen 

during 1990-2004. Tests were conducted for periods before and after the crisis. 

Results from the Johansen method of multivariate cointegration confirmed a 

significant change in the relationship between the real exchange rate before and 

after the Asian currency crisis.  

This paper examines the PPP theorem adjusted the productivity-bias 

hypothesis in the cases of eight East Asian countries including Japan, New 

Industrializing Economies (NIE-3: Singapore; Hong Kong, China; and Korea), the 

ASEAN-3 (Malaysia, Indonesia and the Philippines) and the People’s Republic of 

China (PRC). With the various international policies and degrees of liberalization 

in the East Asian countries, whether the PPP theorem adjusted the productivity-bias 

hypothesis holds or not in the East Asian countries is interesting to be investigated. 

Specifically, this paper is addressed to answer two questions. First, does PPP not 

hold in the strong sense in the case of the three countries? Second, does the 

Balassa-Samuelson effect play a significant contribution in causing deviations 

away from the PPP theorem? The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Part 2 

describe the exchange rate system. Part 2 describes the literature review. Part 3 

exhibits the methodology. Empirical results are presented in part 4. Finally, some 

conclusions and implications are in part 5.  
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW  

2.1. Types of PPP  

There are two kinds of PPP which have been developed over time i.e. 

absolute PPP and relative PPP. The first PPP hypothesis notes that the exchange 

rate between the currencies of two countries (E) should be equal to the ratio of the 

price levels of the two countries ( f
P

P
). It is formulated as:  

fP

P
E   (1) 

where E is nominal exchange rate measured in units of domestic currency per unit 

foreign currency, P is the domestic price level, and Pf is the foreign price level. In 

contrast, the relative PPP hypothesis states the exchange rate (E) should be 

proportional to the price levels of the two countries. It is articulated as: 

fP

P
E   (2) 

where θ is a constant parameter.  

2.2. Empirical techniques  

The empirical study on the PPP hypothesis has long story (Froot and Rogoff, 

1995; Sarno and Taylor, 2002). Basically, the empirical techniques in analyzing 

PPP can be divided into some types i.e. naive techniques, multivariate 

cointegration techniques, long-span and panel techniques; and application of non-

linear techniques (Caderon and Duncan 2003). The following paragraphs briefly 

summarize the empirical techniques. 

Naive techniques. Very beginning studies apply the following basic linear 

equation or multivariable regression for testing PPP: 

t

f

t2t1ot uppe   (3) 

where et is the nominal exchange rate (NER), p represents domestic prices and pf 

denotes foreign price.  All variables are in logarithm form. Error term ut is assumed 

to be white noise error terms. Then, the ordinary least square (OLS) might be 

applied to estimate the coefficients in equation (3). Since the fact that exchange 

rate and prices are non-stationary series, the inference obtained from the standard 

econometric techniques might not be valid (Griffith et al 1993; Gujarati 2000). If ut 

is non-stationary, any relationship obtained from equation (3) is spurious. 
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Therefore, this technique should be followed by examining the stochastic 

properties of the error term in equation (3).  

Univariate Time Series techniques. Univariate time series basically examines 

the behavior of series. Regarding to the non-stationary problem in naive technique, 

univariate techniques use unit root and cointegration techniques on Real Exchange 

Rate (RER). Researchers who apply this technique always conduct a test whether 

RER is stationary or not.  Respectively, if e, p and pf denote the logarithm of foreign 

exchange, domestic price level and foreign price level, long run PPP requires that e+ 

pf-p –which is called Real Exchange Rate, RER, in the logarithm form- must be 

stationary. In specific time (t), RER can be represented (Ender, 1995): 

t

f

ttt ppeRER   (4) 

The evidence found is manly against PPP. The unit root (stationary) test on 

the RER completely assumes the validity of two conditions: symmetry ( 21   

in equation (3)) and proportionality ( 11  and 12   in equation (3)).   

Parallel with the development of analytical tools and computer program, 

researchers use different approaches to analyze the stationary of RER, such as: 

Dickey-Fuller (DF), Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test, Phillip-Perron (PP) test, 

Dickey-Fuller test with GLS Detrending (DF-GLS), Ng-Perron test (NP), 

Kwiatkowski et.al (KPPS)(For detail explanation, see Enders (1995), Caderon and 

Duncan (2003) and Griffith et al (1993)). Some stationary tests commonly used are 

ADF and PP tests. 

The ADF test constructs a parametric correction of the typical Dickey-Fuller 

test for highest-order correlation by assuming that the series (RERt) follows 

autoregressive with order p -denoted as AR(p)- process and adding lagged 

difference terms of the dependent variable RERt to the right hand side of original 

test regression. The general equation of the ADF is: 




 
q

1j
tjti

p

1i
iti1t1ot txRERRERRER

 
(5) 

where xjt is exogenous variables and εt is the error term. The RERt is non-stationary 

if we accept the hypothesis saying that β1=0. For testing the hypothesis, researcher 

must follow conventional Student’s t-distribution
 

)(se
t

1

1

1 


  and it must be 
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compared with McKinnon critical value.The PP test estimates the non-augmented 

DF test equation (equation 5 with p=0) and modifies t-ratio of β1 coefficient in 

equation (5) so that serial correlation does not affect the asymptotic distribution of 

the test statistic. In fact, the PP test is an alternative (non-parametric) method of 

controlling for serial correlation when testing for unit root.  

Multivariate Cointegration Techniques. This technique applies 

cointegration techniques to test the existence of long-run relationship between 

exchange rate and prices. Cointegration offers an alternative method to check the 

PPP hypothesis. If PPP holds, the sequence formed by the sum (e+ pf) should be 

cointegrated with the p sequence. Let’s denote v=(e+pf). Long run PPP affirms that 

there exists a linear combination of the form  

tt1ot upv 
 

(6) 

Error term ut is stationary and the cointegrating vector such that 11   in 

equation (6). This technique applied not only single equation (Engle and Granger, 

1987) but also Vector Auto-Regression (VAR) (Johansen 1988, 1995). The main 

findings of the studies which applied this technique are: first, it is more probable to 

get support for the PPP hypothesis if fixed exchange rate regimes prevail instead of 

flexible one. Second, it is more probable to reject the null of no-cointegration if the 

research used Whole Price Index (WPI) instead of Consumer Price Index (CPI) or 

Gross Domestic Product deflator (GDP deflator). Third, it is more probable to get 

evidence against PPP if the research employ multivariate system instead of 

bivariate ones (Sarno and Taylor, 2002).  

Long-Span Research and Panel Data. This technique analyzes the 

behavior RER in the very long term. The main shortcoming of this technique is 

that the presence of real shocks that may shift the RER permanently (Hegwood 

and Papell, 1998). Panel data is data from combination of time series data and 

cross-sectional data.  

Non-Linear Technique. This technique assumes that RER might have some 

sort of non-linearity based on the following facts(Sarno and Taylor, 2002): (i) the 

slope coefficient of changes in the nominal exchange rate and inflation differential 

is always unity and it increases with the length  of the observation interval (ii) the 

PPP link is stronger under hyperinflation than under modest inflation.  
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2.3. Purchasing Power Parity and Balassa-Samuelson Effect  

Theoretically, the structural model of inflation states that two economies 

with different growth rates of productivity will have different rates of inflation 

even if the exchange rate does not change. In this case, the classical PPP hypothesis 

holds, but it has to be adjusted for the different rates of labor productivity. In this 

paper, we follow the derivation of the PPP adjusted the productivity-bias 

hypothesis by Calderón and Duncan (2003). The structural model divides an 

economy into two sectors i.e. sector producing tradable goods (T) and sector 

producing non-tradable goods (N). It is assumed that the two sectors have Cobb-

Douglas production function. The productions of tradable and non-tradable goods 

are functions of inputs (capital (K) and labor (L)): 

 1

TTT KLQ
 

(7) 

 1

NNN KLQ  (8) 

Labor is assumed to be perfectly mobile between the sectors. It implies 

nominal wage (ω) equalization: 

NT 
 

(9) 

The profit margin in two sectors is assumed to be constant, and workers are 

paid the value of their marginal product, which is expressed as: 

i

i

i

i

PL

Q 






i=T, N 

(10) 

The ratio of marginal productivities to the ratio of average productivities 

under Cobb-Douglas production technology can be exhibited as follows: 

N

N

T

T

N

N

T

T

L

Q

L

Q

L
Q

L
Q













 

(11) 

Inserting (9) and (10) into (11) yields: 
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N

T

N

N

T

T

T

N

Z

Z

L
Q

L
Q

P

P














 

(12) 

where labor productivity (average product of labor) Z is defines as output Q 

divided by L(i.e. 
T

T
T

L

Q
Z 

 
and 

N

N
N

L

Q
Z  ). Assuming that labor intensity is 

equal in the two sectors (  ) and expressing equation (12) in the natural 

logarithm, it becomes: 

NTTN zzpp 
 

(13) 

where NN Plnp  ; TT Plnp  ; TT Zlnz   and NN Zlnz  . Parallel with the 

structural models, it is assumed the price level in the economy to be equal to the 

weighted average (convex combination) of the price level in the two sectors, that is 

TN p)1(pp 
  10   

(14) 

where τ is the weight of non-tradable goods in the consumer price index. Similarly, 

for the foreign economy this equation will be: 

f

T

f

N

f p)1(pp    10   (15) 

It is assumed that the weight of non-tradable τ is the same in the domestic 

and foreign economies. Parallel with the structural models, it is assumed that PPP 

between prices in the tradable sectors of the two economies, which is stated as 

f

T

T

P

P
lnEln  :

 

f

TT ppe 
 

(16) 

where  ln .  

Equation (16) together with equation (14) and (15) can be expressed as 

bseppe f 
      

 bse)p)1(p()p)1(p(e f

T

f

NTN   

(17) 

where )pp()pp(bse f

T

f

NTN  (18) is called the productivity-bias 

hypothesis or the Balassa-Samuelson effect. Real exchange rate changes in 
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response to the productivity-bias. It implies that an increase in a county’s relative 

productivity affects an appreciation of its real exchange rate (Balassa, 1964; 

Samuelson, 1964; Officer, 1976) 

3. METHODOLOGY  

3.1. Data   

Bilateral exchange rates  yen (Japan), won (Korea), Hong Kong dollar, Yuan 

(China), Singapore dollar, rupiah (Indonesia), ringgit (Malaysia), and peso (the 

Philippines) vis-à-vis the United States dollar (USD) spanning from the first 

quarter (1) of 1970 to the third quarter (3) of 2005 are taken from the International 

Financial Statistics published by the International Monetary Fund (IFS-IMF). 

However, we use shorter periods for some countries due to the availability of data 

i.e. China (1980:1-2005:3), Hong Kong (1993:1-2005:3), Singapore (1975:1-

2005:3), Indonesia (1971:1-2005:3), Malaysia (1984:1-2005:3) and the Philippines 

(1993:1-2005:3).  

There are three kinds of price indexes commonly employed in the 

literature. Researches which put great importance to the role of the non-tradable 

sector tend to use the relatively narrow commodity, export or import price 

indexes. Other researches rely on the broader price indexes best capture the 

price change in the economy, for such indexes as the Labor Cost Index. Those 

who believe a heavier weight needs to be placed on the tradable sector may use 

the Wholesale Price Index. For both domestic and foreign prices, in this paper 

we use the Consumer Price Index (CPI) as a proxy for the non-tradable goods 

price index and the Producer Price Index (PPI) as a proxy for the tradable goods 

price index. The external price indices are represented by the US’s CPI and 

PPIi. Bilateral exchange rates, producer price index and consumer price index 

are standard choices in the literature (Frankel and Rose, 1996; Li 1999). Data 

on the Balassa-Samuelson effect is calculated by applying equation (12). In the 

case of China, there is no data on CPI but the growth of CPI. To get the CPI 

data, we use the growth of CPI and give 100 for the period 1991:4. Then, the 

CPI for the following quarters is calculated. China also does not have the PPI; 

therefore we apply the Industrial Production Index.  
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Table 1 summarizes the data used in this paper. Japan, Singapore, Malaysia 

and China have data on Real Effective Exchange Rate (REER) provided by IFS. 

For the other East Asian countries, this paper constructs data on REER based on 

equation (4).  Therefore, the univariate time series analysis for testing PPP 

hypothesis can be conducted. Multivariate regression and Johansen framework of 

cointegration will be applied in the case of all selected countries excluding China 

because there is no data on Consumer Price Index (CPI) in the case of China. South 

Korea and Indonesia have two models: model I and model II. The difference 

between model I and model II is on the foreign prices. South Korea and Indonesia 

do not have data on Nominal Exchange Rate (NEER). This paper uses Market 

Exchange Rate which is in national currency per US $. Therefore, this paper uses 

both weighted foreign prices (model I) and the United State (US) price indexes 

(model II). Model II can be referred as bilateral analysis of PPP between South 

Korea and US and bilateral analysis of PPP between Indonesia and US. 

                                                      
i  Officer (1982) discussed compressively the choice of variables in empirical analysis on the PPP. 

Ideally, the external price indices are calculated as weighted geometric averages of the price indices 

of the main East Asian countries’ trading partners, since the US is only one of them. For an 

examples, In  2005, Korean trade flows (exports + imports) were with East Asian countries (Intra-

regional trade), European Union (EU) and  the United State in the portions of 48 percent, 15.4 

percent, 14.6 percent and 22 percent , respectively (based on Direction of Trade Statistics, DOTS-

IMF, 2006). In the case of Indonesia, 67.8 percent, 12 percent, 11.5 percent and 8.7 percent of 

Indonesian trade flows were trades with East Asian countries, European Union (EU), the United 

State (US) and the rest of the world, respectively. Accordingly, a research may use Nominal 

Effective Exchange Rate (NEER) since it represents the ratio of an index of a currency’s period 

average exchange rate to a weighted geometric average of exchange rates for the currencies of 

selected countries and the euro area (IMF, 2006). Unfortunately, data on NEER are not available in 

every country in East Asia. In addition, trade is commonly valued in USD. Isogaiet al (2002) finds 

that currency used for trade settlement in Korea and Indonesia are dominantly USD. In the case of 

Korea, they were 88 percent (of exports) and 82 percent (of imports) using USD; meanwhile 5 

percent (of exports) and 11 (of imports) using Yen Japan in 1998. In the case of Indonesia, they 

were 92 percent (of exports) and 78 percent (of imports) using USD; meanwhile 3 percent (of 

exports) and 8 (of imports) using Yen Japan in 1998. Therefore, it is nicely consistent if this paper 

uses bilateral exchange rates i.e. domestic currencies vis-à-vis the US dollar.  



 

Table 1. Summary of Data Used 

 Japan Singapore Malaysia Hong Kong Philippine South Korea Indonesia China 

I II I II 

Real 

Effective 

Exchange 

Rate 

REER REER REER REER* REER* REER* REER* REER* REER* REER 

Nominal 

Exchange 

Rate 

NEER NEER NEER NEER NEER Market Rate 

(national 

currency per 

US $) 

Market Rate 

(national 

currency per 

US $) 

Market 

Rate 

(national 

currency 

per US $) 

Market 

Rate 

(national 

currency 

per US $) 

 

Tradable 

Price 

PPI PPI PPI PPI PPI PPI PPI PPI PPI  

Non-tradable  CPI CPI CPI CPI CPI CPI  CPI   

Foreign 

Tradable 

Price 

Weighted 

PPI 

Weighted PPI Weighted 

PPI 

Weighted 

PPI 

Weighted 

PPI 

Weighted 

PPI 

US PPI Weighted 

PPI 

US PPI  

Foreign Non-

tradable Price 

Weighted 

CPI 

Weighted CPI Weighted 

CPI 

Weighted 

CPI 

Weighted 

CPI 

Weighted 

CPI 

US PPI Weighted 

CPI 

US PPI  

Period Quarterly: 

1970:1 

2005:3 

Quarterly: 

1975:1 2005:3 

Quarterly: 

1984:1 

2005:3 

Quarterly: 

1993:1 

2005:3 

Quarterly: 

1993:1 

2005:3 

Quarterly: 

1970:1 

2005:3 

Quarterly: 

1970:1 

2005:3 

Quarterly: 

1971:1 

2005:3 

Quarterly: 

1970:1 

2005:3 

Quarterly: 

1980:1 

2005:3 

Note:  * calculated by applying equation (4); Real Effective Exchange Rate (REER) and Real Exchange Rate (RER) are interchangeable in this 

paper. 

Source: International Monetary Fund, International Financial Statistic (IFS-IMF) 
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3.2. Estimation   

This paper analyze the PPP hypothesis in the case of East Asian countries by 

using three methods as previously explained: univariate time series, multivariate 

regression and Johansen framework of multivariate cointegration. Basically, 

univariate time series method looks at whether Real Exchange Rate (RER) 

stationary series of not. If it is, PPP hypothesis holds. This paper applies Phillips 

Perron (Phillips and Perron 1988) test to analyze stationary of RER.  

Multivariate regression is applied to scrutinize the existence of PPP and 

Balassa-Samuelson effect. As explained in the previous part, equation (18) can be 

expressed in the econometric model as follows: 

tt3

f

t,T3

f

t,N34t,T3t,N321t ubse)p)1(p()p)1(p(e 
 

(19) 

The existence of PPP and the Balassa-Samuelson effect, therefore, can be 

scrutinized by testing the null hypothesis (Ho) β2=1, β2=-1 and β3=0. Accepting Ho 

means that PPP holds and Balassa-Samuelson effect does not exist.   

 The Johansen multivariate framework of cointegration is a method for 

estimating the cointegrating relationship that exist between a set of variables as 

well as testing these relationship. The application of this framework on the PPP 

relationship with the Balassa-Samuelson effect, as stated by equation (20), can be 

briefly explained as follows. First, a vector autoregressive model with maximum 

distributed lag length of m is defined (equation system): 
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(20) 

In the short version (matrix form), equation (21) can be expressed as: 




 
m

1i

tmtit YY

 

t=1,2,.......,T         ; m = 1,2,....,m (21) 
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where 

 

 

























f

t,T

t,T

f

t,N

t,N

t

Tf

t,Tt,T

f

t,Nt,Ntt

p

p

p

p

e

ppppeY  and αi are 4x4 coefficient matrices 

and ut is a 4x1 vector of independent and identically distributed error terms. The 

distributed lag length m should be specified long enough for the residual not to be 

serially correlated. The cointegrating matrix α, which defines the long-term 

solution of the equation system, is defined as: 
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      (22) 

In short: 

mI   ...21
 (23) 

where I is the 4x4 identity matrix. The Johansen procedure now continue with 

decomposing the matrix r into two Nxm matrices π and η,  

T   (24) 

The rows of the matrix η now define the cointegrating relationship among 

the five variables in the vector Y, and the rows of the matrix π show how these 

cointegrating vectors are loaded into each equation in the system. Johansen, 

furthermore suggest a maximum likelihood estimation procedure to estimate the 

two matrices π and η together with test procedures to test the number of distinct 

cointegrating vectors. Linear parameter restriction of causality within the system 

can be tested by testing the matrix π. 
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4. EMPIRICAL RESULTS 

4.1. Stationary of Variables 

In order to test for PPP it is necessary to identify whether exchange rate and 

price indexes time series are stationary. This paper applies Phillips-Perron (PP) 

Test which is an alternative (non-parametric) method of controlling for serial 

correlation when testing for unit root (stationary). Table 2 describes the summary 

of stationary test. By using level of significance 1%, 5% and 10%, the PP-statistic 

is greater than the critical value for all variables. Therefore, the hypothesis Ho of 

unit root is accepted and we conclude that all variables are non-stationary series. 



 

Table 2. Stationary Test 

Country Nominal Exchange Rate Domestic Consumer Price Index Foreign Consumer Price Index Balassa-Samuelson Effect 

 
PP-

Statistic 

Level 

of Sig. 

Critical 

Value 
Conclusion 

PP-

Statistic 

Level 

of Sig. 

Critical 

Value 
Conclusion 

PP-

Statistic 

Level 

of Sig. 

Critical 

Value 
Conclusion 

PP-

Statistic 

Level 

of Sig. 

Critical 

Value 
Conclusion 

                 

Japan -1.853845     1%    -4.0250 Non –

Stationary 

-2.218871     1%    -4.0250 Non -

Stationary 

-0.995233     1%    -4.0250 Non -

Stationary 

-2.714407     1%    -4.0250 Non -

Stationary 
    5%    -3.4419     5%    -3.4419      5%    -3.4419      5%    -3.4419 

    10%  -3.1453     10%  -3.1453      10%  -3.1453      10%  -3.1453 

                 

Singapore -2.476330     1%    -4.0355 Non –

Stationary 

-0.879130     1%    -4.0355 Non -

Stationary 

-3.296346     1%    -4.0355 Non -

Stationary 

-2.016328     1%    -4.0355 Non -

Stationary 
    5%    -3.4469     5%    -3.4469     5%    -3.4469      5%    -3.4469 

    10%  -3.1482     10%  -3.1482     10%  -3.1482      10%  -3.1482 

                 

Malaysia -2.196937     1%    -4.0673 Non –

Stationary 

-1.917273     1%    -4.0673 Non -

Stationary 

-1.272493     1%    -4.0673 Non -

Stationary 

-2.560644     1%    -4.0673 Non -

Stationary 
    5%    -3.4620     5%    -3.4620     5%    -3.4620     5%    -3.4620 

    10%  -3.1570     10%  -3.1570     10%  -3.1570     10%  -3.1570 

                 

Hong Kong -1.144552     1%    -4.1498 Non –

Stationary 

-2.782169     1%    -4.1498 Non -

Stationary 

-2.420848     1%    -4.1498 Non -

Stationary 

-2.686815     1%    -3.5653 Non -

Stationary 
    5%    -3.5005     5%    -3.5005     5%    -3.5005      5%    -2.9202 

    10%  -3.1793     10%  -3.1793     10%  -3.1793      10%  -2.5977 

                 

Philippine -2.280586     1%    -4.1498 Non –

Stationary 

-1.865377     1%    -4.1498 Non -

Stationary 

-2.420848     1%    -4.1498 Non -

Stationary 

 0.131626     1%    -3.5653 Non -

Stationary 
    5%    -3.5005     5%    -3.5005     5%    -3.5005     5%    -2.9202 

    10%  -3.1793     10%  -3.1793     10%  -3.1793     10%  -2.5977 

                 

Korea  

(Multilateral) 

-2.168907     1%    -4.0250 Non –

Stationary 

-1.035397     1%    -4.0250 Non -

Stationary 

-1.272493     1%    -4.0673 Non -

Stationary 

-0.019434     1%    -4.0673 Non -

Stationary 
    5%    -3.4419     5%    -3.4419     5%    -3.4620     5%    -3.4620 

    10%  -3.1453     10%  -3.1453     10%  -3.1570     10%  -3.1570 

                 

Korea  

(Bilateral) 

-2.168907     1%    -4.0250 Non –

Stationary 

-1.035397     1%    -4.0250 Non -

Stationary 

-0.538930     1%    -4.0250 Non -

Stationary 

-2.025667     1%    -4.0250 Non -

Stationary 
    5%    -3.4419     5%    -3.4419      5%    -3.4419      5%    -3.4419 

    10%  -3.1453     10%  -3.1453      10%  -3.1453      10%  -3.1453 



 

 

Country Nominal Exchange Rate Domestic Consumer Price Index Foreign Consumer Price Index Balassa-Samuelson Effect 

 
PP-

Statistic 

Level 

of Sig. 

Critical 

Value 
Conclusion 

PP-

Statistic 

Level 

of Sig. 

Critical 

Value 
Conclusion 

PP-

Statistic 

Level 

of Sig. 

Critical 

Value 
Conclusion 

PP-

Statistic 

Level 

of Sig. 

Critical 

Value 
Conclusion 

                 

Indonesia 

(Multilateral) 

-2.848215     1%    -4.0268 Non –

Stationary 

-2.143524     1%    -4.0268 Non -

Stationary 

-1.573369     1%    -4.0268 Non -

Stationary 

-2.699749     1%    -4.0268 Non -

Stationary 
    5%    -3.4428     5%    -3.4428     5%    -3.4428     5%    -3.4428 

    10%  -3.1458     10%  -3.1458     10%  -3.1458     10%  -3.1458 

                 

Indonesia 

(Bilateral) 

-2.848215     1%    -4.0268 Non –

Stationary 

-2.143524     1%    -4.0268 Non -

Stationary 

-0.851603     1%    -4.0268 Non -

Stationary 

-2.456392     1%    -4.0268 Non -

Stationary 
    5%    -3.4428     5%    -3.4428     5%    -3.4428     5%    -3.4428 

    10%  -3.1458     10%  -3.1458     10%  -3.1458     10%  -3.1458 

 

Country Domestic Producer Price Index Foreign Producer Price Index  

 PP-

Statistic 

Level of 

Sig. 

Critical 

Value 

Conclusion PP-

Statistic 

Level of 

Sig. 

Critical 

Value 

Conclusion 

         

Japan -2.027822 

 

    1%   -4.0250 Non -

Stationary 

-1.782902 

 

    1%    -4.0250 Non –Stationary 

    5%    -3.4419     5%    -3.4419 

    10%  -3.1453     10%  -3.1453 

         

Singapore -2.163849 

 

    1%    -4.0355 Non -

Stationary 

-2.831595 

 

    1%    -4.0355 Non –Stationary 

    5%    -3.4469     5%    -3.4469 

    10%  -3.1482     10%  -3.1482 

         

Malaysia -2.884182 

 

    1%    -4.0673 Non -

Stationary 

-1.901755 

 

    1%    -4.0673 Non –Stationary 

    5%    -3.4620     5%    -3.4620 

    10%  -3.1570     10%  -3.1570 

         

Hong Kong -2.237585 

 

    1%    -4.1498 Non -

Stationary 

-1.096473 

 

    1%    -4.1498 Non –Stationary 

    5%    -3.5005     5%    -3.5005 

    10%  -3.1793     10%  -3.1793 

         



 

 

Country Domestic Producer Price Index Foreign Producer Price Index  

 PP-

Statistic 

Level of 

Sig. 

Critical 

Value 

Conclusion PP-

Statistic 

Level of 

Sig. 

Critical 

Value 

Conclusion 

Philippine -1.957395 

 

    1%    -4.1498 Non -

Stationary 

-1.096473 

 

    1%    -4.1498 Non –Stationary 

    5%    -3.5005     5%    -3.5005 

    10%  -3.1793     10%  -3.1793 

         

Korea  

(Multilateral) 

-1.673849 

 

    1%    -4.0250 Non -

Stationary 

-1.901755 

 

    1%    -4.0673 Non –Stationary 

    5%    -3.4419     5%    -3.4620 

    10%  -3.1453     10%  -3.1570 

         

Korea  

(Bilateral) 

-1.673849 

 

    1%    -4.0250 Non -

Stationary 

-1.889115 

 

    1%    -4.0250 Non –Stationary 

    5%    -3.4419     5%    -3.4419 

    10%  -3.1453     10%  -3.1453 

         

Indonesia 

(Multilateral) 

-2.263601 

 

    1%    -4.0268 Non -

Stationary 

-2.379643 

 

    1%    -4.0268 Non –Stationary 

    5%    -3.4428     5%    -3.4428 

    10%  -3.1458     10%  -3.1458 

         

Indonesia 

(Bilateral) 

-2.263601 

 

    1%    -4.0268 Non -

Stationary 

-2.493704 

 

    1%    -4.0268 Non –Stationary 

    5%    -3.4428     5%    -3.4428 

    10%  -3.1458     10%  -3.1458 
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4.2. Univariate time series analysis  

Time series analysis for PPP basically scrutinizes the behavior of an individual 

Real Exchange Rate (RER) series. This paper applies Phillips-Perron (PP) test to 

analyze the stationary of RER. Table 3 summarizes the result of PP-test. PP-test 

statistic, level of significance and critical values are presented in columns 2,3 and 4, 

respectively. Since PP-test statistic is greater than the critical value of corresponding 

level of significance used, we accept hypothesis (Ho) of unit roots and conclude that 

the series is not stationary. For all level of significance, we can conclude that RER is 

not stationary. Therefore, based on univariate time series analysis of RER we can say 

that PPP hypothesis does not hold in the strong sense in these countries.    

Table 3. PPP Test Based on Real Exchange Rate (RER) 

Country 
PP test 

Statistic 

Level of 

Significance 

Critical 

Value 

Conclusion 

RER 

stationary or 

non-stationary 

PPP  

Hold or not 

Hold 

Japan -1.853845 1% -4.0250 Non-stationary Not Hold 

  5% -3.4419 Non-stationary Not Hold 

  10% -3.1453 Non-stationary Not Hold 

Singapore -2.929594 1% -4.0361 Non-stationary Not Hold 

  5% -3.4472 Non-stationary Not Hold 

  10% -3.1484 Non-stationary Not Hold 

Malaysia -2.444519 1% -4.0673 Non-stationary Not Hold 

  5% -3.4620 Non-stationary Not Hold 

  10% -3.1570 Non-stationary Not Hold 

China -1.321889 1% -4.0503 Non-stationary Not Hold 

  5% -3.4539 Non-stationary Not Hold 

  10% -3.1523 Non-stationary Not Hold 

Hong Kong -0.528059 1% -3.5683 Non-stationary Not Hold 

  5% -2.9211 Non-stationary Not Hold 

  10% -2.5985 Non-stationary Not Hold 

Philippine -1.072086 1% -3.5683 Non-stationary Not Hold 

  5% -2.9211 Non-stationary Not Hold 

  10% -2.5985 Non-stationary Not Hold 

South Korea (Model I) -1.576242 1% -3.5083 Non-stationary Not Hold 

  5% -2.8955 Non-stationary Not Hold 

  10% -2.5849 Non-stationary Not Hold 

South Korea (Model II) -1.741460 1% -3.4768 Non-stationary Not Hold 

  5% -2.8818 Non-stationary Not Hold 

  10% -2.5776 Non-stationary Not Hold 
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Indonesia (Model I) -1.645692 1% -3.4781 Non-stationary Not Hold 

  5% -2.8824 Non-stationary Not Hold 

  10% -2.5779 Non-stationary Not Hold 

Indonesia (Model II) -1.748057 1% -3.4781 Non-stationary Not Hold 

  5% -2.8824 Non-stationary Not Hold 

  10% -2.5779 Non-stationary Not Hold 

Source: International Monetary Fund, International Financial Statistic (IFS-IMF). Author’s calculation. 

4.3. Multivariate analysis 

The second method that we use in this paper is the multivariate regression 

analysis. The econometric model of PPP regarding Balassa-Samuelson effect is 

specified as equation (19). We rewrite the equation by considering the time (t): 

tt3

f

t,T3

f

t,N34t,T3t,N321t ubse)p)1(p()p)1(p(e 
 
(25) 

The PPP hypothesis holds and Balassa-Samuelson effect does not exist 

simultaneously when 1,1 42  and
03 

. Therefore, testing for the 

existence of PPP and Balassa-Samuelson effect is basically testing whether the 

requirements 1,12  and
03 

 are fulfilled or not. To do the test, we follow 

some stages. Firstly, we run the model equation (19). The result of estimation is 

presented in Table 4. From the sign of coefficient, Singapore, Malaysia, Korea and 

Indonesia have theoretical support. In contrast, Japan, the Philippines, and Hong 

Kong have the opposite sign suggested by theory.  

Secondly, we run the stationary test of error term (ut) for answering the spurious 

regression problem. One might be concerned about spurious regression. As we see in 

part 4.1, all variables in this model are non-stationary; therefore, the regression might 

curiously be spurious regression. Therefore, we run the test of stationary of error 

(disturbance error) using PP-test. This test is used to determine whether the result is 

spurious regression or not. Basically, if the error terms are stationary, the regression is 

non-spurious regression. In contrast, if the error terms are non-stationary, the regression 

is spurious regression. The PP-test statistic of error term and the conclusion are 

presented in row 5 of Table 4. All regression results, except Hong Kong, are non-

spurious regressions.  Therefore, inference about Hong Kong might be invalid.  



 

Table 4. Estimation Result 

 Japan Singapore Malaysia Hong Kong Philippine 
Korea Indonesia 

I II I II 

Constant (β1) 3.916002* 1.515054* 5.258861* 5.742371** 4.647062** 10.33739* 7.406403* 13.80879* 12.49905* 

Coefficient of Domestic Prices (β2) -0.653044* 1.146533* 0.054002 -0.475389 -0.999850* 0.724447* 1.262069* 0.952070* 1.051871* 

Coefficient of Foreign Prices (β4) 0.781814* -0.484908* -0.179149 0.220930** 0.999470 -1.434461* -1.366873* -1.975573* -1.793272* 

Coefficient of Balassa-Samuelson 
Effect (β3) 

4.137438** 0.817165* 1.254607* 0.487200 573.8069 0.319775* 0.321193** -0.970935* -0.562650* 

Stationary test of error term: PP 

statistic  

-2.850257*** -2.152706** -2.192145** -1.364777 -2.936059** -2.015522** -2.157986** -3.354972** -4.110787* 

Conclusion about Spurious 
Regression 

Non Spurious 
Regression 

Non Spurious 
Regression 

Non Spurious 
Regression  

Spurious 
Regression 

Non Spurious 
Regression 

Non Spurious 
Regression 

Non Spurious 
Regression 

Non Spurious 
Regression 

Non Spurious 
Regression 

Note: *, ** and *** indicate significance at 1%, 5% and 10% respectively 

Source: International Monetary Fund, International Financial Statistic (IFS-IMF). Author’s calculation. 
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Thirdly, after getting the estimation result and knowing the non-spuriousness 

of regression, we impose restrictions 1,12  and
03 

 to see whether PPP 

and Balassa-Samuelson effect hold simultaneously. We run Wald-Coefficient 

restriction test with some restrictions 1,12  and
03 

 proposed by the 

PPP hypothesis1. The result of Wald-test is presented in Table 5. Based on both of 

F-statistic and Chi-square statistic, we reject the hypothesis Ho (restrictions: 

1,12  and
03 

) for all countries. Therefore, we might conclude that PPP 

does not hold and Balassa-Samuelson effect exists in all the East Asian countries.  

                                                      
1 See Gujarati (2000) for detail explanation about Wald coefficient restrictions test. Basically, the 

Wald test calculates the test statistic by estimating the unrestricted regression and the restricted 

regression- without and with imposing the coefficient restrictions specified by the null hypothesis, 

Ho. The Wald statistic measures how close the unrestricted estimates come to satisfying the 

restriction under the null hypothesis. If the restrictions are in fact true, then the unrestricted 

estimates should come close to satisfying the restrictions. 



 

Table 5. Test PPP Hypothesis and Balassa-Samuelson Effect 

 Japan Singapore Malaysia Hong Kong Philippine Korea Indonesia 

I II I II 

F-stat 323.5020* 1922.362* 53.53983* 85.87187* 1.20E+08* 316.3900* 10.94185* 299.9080* 476.4563 

Chi –square 970.5060* 5767.085* 160.6195* 257.6156* 3.61E+08* 949.1699* 32.82554* 899.7240* 1429.369 

PPP hypothesis Not hold Not hold Not hold Not hold Not hold Not hold Not hold Not hold Not hold 

Balassa-Samuelson 
Effect 

Exist Exist Exist Exist Exist Exist Exist Exist Exist 

Note: *, ** and *** indicate significance at 1%, 5% and 10% respectively 

Source: International Monetary Fund, International Financial Statistic (IFS-IMF). Author’s calculation. 
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4.5. Multivariate cointegration framework 

In this part, the result of the Johansen cointegration test procedure -applied 

to test the PPP hypothesis- is presented. This paper uses all variables -in logarithm 

form- nominal effective exchange rate, domestic consumer price index, weighted 

average external consumer price index, domestic producer price index and 

weighted average external producer price index. In the vector form the variables 

can be represented as: 























f

t,T

t,T

f

t,N

t,N

t

p

p

p

p

e

. 

The system is tested by applying the following scheme. First, the maximum 

lag length is chosen by applying minimum Akaike information criteria together 

with the level and the signs of the parameters of the cointegrating vector. All 

countries, except Japan, have Vector Auto-Regressive lag 2 (VAR(2)) with drift. 

Japan has VAR(3) with drift.  

Table 6 exhibits the result of the Johansen estimation of the model for the 

sample of the analysis for all the selected countries. The cointegrating vector shows 

that a valid purchasing power relationship exists. Note that β3 is the weight of non-

tradable in the both domestic and foreign consumer price indexes, and should be 

theoretically between zero and one.  From the sign point view, Japan, Singapore, 

Malaysia, Korea (I) and Indonesia (I) have theoretical support. However the 

parameter estimates of the cointegrating vector are relatively far from the value 

which PPP requires

 




























1

1

1

3

3

 expressed by equation (17). In general, the estimates for 

domestic and external prices are relatively far from their parity values of minus one 

and one. Japan has -16.24 and 16.24; Singapore has -12.03 and 12.03; Malaysia has 
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-3.43 and 3.43; Hong Kong has 0.31 and -0.31; Philippine has 0.93 and -0.93.  The 

closest models with PPP hypothesis is Korea (I) and Indonesia (I) which have 

cointegrating vector: 

 

, respectively. 

 

 Secondly, we conduct test of restriction with 

hypothesis Ho: 
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as PPP theory required. If hypothesis Ho is accepted, 

we might conclude that PPP holds and Balassa-Samuelson effect does not exist in 

specific country.  If hypothesis Ho is rejected, we might conclude that PPP does not 

hold and Balassa-Samuelson effect exists in specific country.  The three last rows 

of Table 6 show the test. For all countries, we conclude that data do not support the 

hypothesis Ho. In other words, we can conclude that the homogeneity restrictions 

of minus one and one are rejected. The parameter estimates of the Balassa-

Samuelson effect are out of its range of between zero and one. Furthermore, the 

Balassa-Samuelson effect in the case of Indonesia (II) is not only out of its range of 

between zero and one, but also the wrong sign. To sum up, the PPP hypothesis 

does not hold and the Balassa-Samuelson effect does exist in the case of all the 

selected East Asian countries. 
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Table 6. PPP Analysis: Multivariate Cointegration 

 

 
Japan Singapore Malaysia Hong Kong Philippine 

Korea Indonesia 

(I) (II) (I) (II) 

Model VAR(3) 

With drift 

VAR(2) 

With drift 

VAR(2) 

With drift 

VAR(2) 

With drift 

VAR(2) 

With drift 

VAR(2) 

With drift 

VAR(2) 

With drift 

VAR(2) 

With drift 

VAR(2) 

With drift 

Variables (e pnpnfptptf) (e pnpnfptptf) (e pnpnfptptf) (e pnpnfptptf) (e pnpnfptptf) (e pnpnfptptf) (e pnpnf^ ptptf^) (e pnpnfptptf) (e pnpnf^ ptptf^) 

Cointegrating vector 1.000000 

 10.39525 

 10.39525 

-16.24803 

 16.24803 
 

1.000000 

 0.461405 

 0.461405 

-12.02908 

 12.02908 
 

1.000000 

 1.365587 

 1.365587 

-3.429373 

 3.429373 
 

1.000000 

 0.351247 

 0.351247 

 0.308747 

-0.308747 
 

1.000000 

 0.073939 

 0.073939 

 0.926044 

-0.926044 
 

1.000000 

 0.718789 

 0.718789 

-1.088105 

 1.088105 
 

1.000000 

 0.507700 

 0.507700 

-3.467658 

 3.467658 
 

1.000000 

 0.351631 

 0.351631 

-1.560514 

 1.560514 
 

1.000000 

-0.043094 

-0.043094 

-1.048933 

 1.048933 
 

χ2 

Restriction Test 

































1

1

0

0

1

15

14

13

12

11

 

12.53104** 10.55520** 31.21913* 34.65101* 23.99782* 27.14399* 15.59286* 15.19782* 15.91133* 

PPP hypothesis Not Hold Not Hold Not Hold Not Hold Not Hold Not Hold Not Hold Not Hold Not Hold 

Balassa-Samuelson Effect Exist Exist Exist Exist Exist Exist Exist Exist Exist 

Note: *, ** and *** indicate significance at 1%, 5% and 10% respectively  

 ^ United State (US) 

Source: International Monetary Fund, International Financial Statistic (IFS-IMF). Author’s calculation. 
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Some factors might cause the deviation from PPP hypothesis, such as non-

traded goods (Balassa-Samuelson effect), natural barrier (transportation cost), 

barrier to trade (tariffs and other legal restrictions), imperfect competition and 

current account imbalances. The statistically significance of the constant (β1) in 

equation (19), as presented in Table 4, indicates that some factors cause the 

deviation from PPP hypothesis. Theoretically, they are non-traded goods (Balassa-

Samuelson effect), natural barrier (transportation cost), barrier to trade (tariffs and 

other legal restrictions), imperfect competition and current account imbalances. 

The inclusion of non-traded goods in price indexes is often considered the primary 

explanation for deviations from PPP. We have empirically proved the existence of 

Balassa-Samuelson effect in the case of East Asia. Balassa (1964) and Samuelson 

(1964) argued that non-traded goods systematically affect the deviation from PPP. 

They argued that because non-tradable goods are included in price indexes, high 

income countries will have overvalued currencies relative to low income countries. 

This result is caused by differences in productivity across countries and sectors. 

Even in East Asian countries, the analysis of total factor productivity (TFP) shows 

different productivity across inputs (labor and capital) and countries. For example, 

in the case of South Korea the contributions labor, capital, human capital, foreign 

capital and technical progress on output growth are 10.5%, 49.8%, 11.4%, 1% and 

27.3%, respectively; meanwhile in the case of Malaysia, they are 13.5%, 48.7%, 

18.7%, 0.6% and 18.5%, respectively (Rao, 2001).  

Natural barrier such as sea, mountainous areas and rivers will affect 

transportation cost (shipping, for example). Therefore, transportation costs may 

drive a wedge between the prices of the same good in different markets. A more 

important factor than the presence of natural barriers to trade is the trade 

impediment, i.e. tariffs and other legal restrictions on trade. Mostly, every country 

restricts the importation of agricultural goods through the use of tariffs and quotas 

in order to protect its domestic farm sector. Not only agriculture sector, but also 

other sectors such manufactures are frequently protected by government. By 2001, 

China, Indonesia, Malaysia, and the Philippines had average tariff 17.48%, 8.43%, 

10.2% and 7.6%, respectively (Athukorala, 2005). Meanwhile Thailand had 

average tariff 18.48% by 2002 and Vietnam had average tariff 16.65% by 2003.  

In the presence of imperfect competition, traded good prices may not equal 

across countries. To some extent, suppliers, producers or sellers have a certain 
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degree of market power and then implement price discrimination strategies. Such 

inequalities will result in deviations from PPP. Markets in developing countries are 

sometime pointed to have protection. Some studies have been conducted to analyze 

effective rate of protection (ERP) in the East Asian countries. World Bank (1993) 

and  Fane and Condon (1996) found that Indonesia had ERP 74%, 70%, 59% and 

25% in 1975, 1987, 1990 and 1995, respectively.  Meanwhile, World Bank (1993) 

and Panagariya (1994) found that South Korea had ERP 40%, 55%, 67%, 80% and 

28% in 1970, 1975, 1980, 1985 and 1988, respectively.  

Another reason that exchange rate-adjusted prices might differ across 

countries is that exchange rates reflect international trade not only in goods and 

services, but also in financial assets. The PPP-based approach for evaluating 

exchange rates only considers the role of international commodity trade. However, 

trade in assets is arguably just as important (if not more important) in determining 

supply and demand for currencies. Cross-country asset flows are, in turn, closely 

related to positions of trade balance and imbalance among nations. Current account 

imbalances can be thought as reflection of discrepancies between domestic 

investment and savings. As these imbalances generate demand and supply changes 

for assets denominated in various currencies, exchange rates might deviate 

significantly from PPP. 

5. CONCLUSIONS AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

This paper has scrutinized the Purchasing Power Parity (PPP) hypothesis and 

the Balassa-Samuelson effect in East Asian countries -i.e. Japan, Singapore, Hong 

Kong, China, Korea, Malaysia, Indonesia and the Philippines- by applying three 

widely used methods: univariate time series of Real Exchange Rate (RER); 

multivariate regression; and Johansen framework of multivariate cointegration. 

Some conclusions are withdrawn. First, the PPP hypothesis does not hold in the 

strong sense in the case of all the selected East Asian countries. Second, the relative 

non-traded goods prices plays significant role in causing deviation away from PPP. 

Third, the Balassa-Samuelson effect does exist in the case of East Asian countries.  

The deviation from PPP poses important issues for macroeconomic 

measurement, linkages and policy, such as real income comparisons, interest rate 

linkages and exchange rate policy. Here are several implications. First, with strict 

PPP based on the law of one price, the purchasing power of a given income in one 
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county and currency can be compared with the purchasing power of the income of 

any other county by simply measuring incomes in a common currency. However, 

the fact that PPP, in the case of East Asian countries previously discussed, does not 

hold leads to systematic biases in comparisons. The real incomes of less developed 

countries frequently are underestimated when actual exchange rates are used to 

make the comparison. The low price of non-tradable goods in less developed 

countries (due to the productivity differential) yields for less developed countries 

true purchasing power of income significantly above what exchange rate-converted 

income suggests. 

Second, under PPP the real exchange rates, which show a country’s 

competitiveness, are constant. Violating PPP implies the competitiveness, in the case 

of East Asian countries, can be intervened by two instrument i.e. exchange rate and 

domestic price (inflation). Choices of exchange rate system become an important 

issue i.e. flexible, peg to composite basket, fixed or other systems. If exchange rate 

can be maintained stable – regardless what exchange rate system implemented- then 

a country might mainly focused on stabilizing domestic inflation.   

Third, failure of one price and violating PPP imply welfare loss due to 

inefficiency associated with consumers in different location paying different prices 

for the same good. In a country with domestic currency overvaluation, consumers 

pay less for imported product.   

Fourth, the difference between PPP and exchange rate must be eliminated. 

Overvaluation or undervaluation of currency might invite speculation-motive 

attacks which frequently affect domestic economic stability. Exchange rate 

movements in the short term are ‘news driven’. Domestic political issues, 

announcement about interest rate changes, idea of an economist about business 

cycle and so on are factors that might drive exchange rates fluctuating in the short 

run. PPP, by comparison, describes the long run behavior of exchange rates. The 

economic forces behind PPP will eventually equalize the purchasing power of 

currencies. However, it might take many years.  
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